The Russell Family - July 2016

Good News
Summer Plans
Cora, Caleb, and Jacob are all excited about working with CEF® again this summer. All three of them
attended a week of training and learned what they need to know for another successful summer. It was
a lot of fun for them to see so many familiar faces from all over the state since they have been going for
several years now. It’s nice to see these relationships grow from year to year.
Cora and Jacob will mostly concentrate on teaching 5 Day Clubs® for the rest of the summer. They have
quite a few planned in both Franklin and Fulton County as well as helping in Washington County, MD for
a week. They will form one team while Josiah and Caleb Fisler form the other team. Most weeks, we will
have two teams teaching in different locations.
Caleb will help a bit with 5 Day Clubs, but will also work at camp the rest of the summer. He likes having
the flexibly of being involved in both ministries. It helps us too as we plan because we can use him
where he’s needed most from week to week.

Vacation
Our family was able to go to Myrtle Beach for a few days just before camp started. It was
nice to go that far south where the weather was warm and sunny. The beach was beautiful and we
enjoyed swimming in the ocean as well as soaking up the sun.
We decided to go to some shows while we were there as well. Our favorite was Medieval
Times which was a show with horses and knights that included a Medieval style dinner. It was very
entertaining. We went to another variety show which had music and entertainment from many
different decades. It was a great indoor activity on the day that it rained.
Several in our family like to eat seafood and we usually only eat it on vacation. They were
happy to get some crab cakes and shrimp. It just tastes better when you’re beside the sea!
It was a blessing to have some quiet family time before the start of the camp season. It is
also a blessing to have our children helping with various ministries over the summer. We’re looking
forward to a great summer of serving together.

